Yields of neutron-rich isotopes produced by the photofission were measured at the ISOL ALTO facility. The identification was achieved by a combined measurement of β and γ-rays. Production rates for Xe, Kr, Sn, In and I isotopes are presented here. In parallel, empirical estimations for the yields based on the PARRNe experimental data and the results provided by a very recent FLUKA simulation are presented.
Introduction
The study of exotic nuclei is one of the main fields explored by nuclear physicists and the availability of new radioactive beams is essential to complete this task. The SPIRAL2 project will allow to study medium mass nuclei with very large neutron excess produced by fission of 238 U using the ISOL (Isotope Separation On-Line) technique. For many years the Institute of Nuclear Physics at Orsay has been contributing to this project, and in particular with the use of the Orsay Tandem as a deuteron driver to determine experimentally the optimal conditions for the production of fission fragment beams in ISOL conditions with the PARRNe (Production d'Atomes Radioactifs Riches en Neutrons) program.
Recently, a primary beam of electrons has been used for the first time at IPN Orsay in replacement of the deuteron beam to produce mass separated fission fragment beams: this marks the effective birth of the ALTO (Accélérateur linéaire auprès du Tandem d'Orsay) facility. With an electron beam of 10 µA at 50 M eV it was expected to improve the effective yields by a factor of hundred as respect to 26 M eV and 1 µA deuteron beam. And casually, during the exploitation of the deuteron based R&D PARRNe setup, the production yields were already high enough to perform β-decay experiments in order to explore the neutron rich mass region around N = 50. This physics program is a part of the low energy scientific program at SPIRAL2. Obviously with its hundred times better yields, ALTO will, in the near future, open new perspectives to fulfill this scientific program. But first, these better yields had to be confirmed and in this report we present the experimental results of the first ALTO experiment which allow to confirm the expected improvement.
Production Yields Measurements
2.1. The ALTO facility The ALTO facility is based on the use of the former first section of the LEP (Large Electron Positron) injector ( fig. 2.1) as an electron driver. This electron accelerator can provide an electron beam at the energy of 50 M eV with an nominal intensity of 10µA. This beam is focused and conducted to a thick target of uranium carbide (U C x ) which is composed of 143 disks of 14 mm in diameter. It contains ∼ 73 g of 238 U which corresponds to a density of 3.36 g/cm 3 . The electrons are converted to photons through bremsstrahlung process essentially in the first part (few cm) of the target. The U C x target can be associated with various types of ion source like hot plasma, surface ionization 1,2 or laser. We will report here on measurements performed with a MK5 ISOLDE type 3 hot plasma ion source. The photons of the bremsstrahlung induce the fission of the uranium atoms located in the target, and as can be seen in figure 2 , the main part of the fissions is expected to be located at the very entrance of the target. The target is heated to a temperature of 2200
• C to allow a faster release of the fission fragment in the U C x .
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The Production Yield Measurements
For the production yield measurements, it has been decided to use the electron driver at a lower intensities as respect to the nominal value. During all the experiment the intensity has been limited to 100 nA. The measurement itself consists in the observation of the β-decay of all the elements coming from the mass separated beam. To do so, the beam is collected on a mylar tape for a definite time that we called collection time.
In figure 3 , this point is located at the center of the 4π scintillator. Then, the mylar tape is moved so as to place the source at a measurement point where two germanium clovers (Orsay Segmented Clover ARray) and a 2π scintillator are set in the closest geometry as possible. This constitutes a cycle for one measurement. Then the cycle is repeated as long as necessary to get enough statistic for the characterization of one isobaric chain. The collection time is optimized for each isobaric chain in order to enhance the activity of interest. We performed measurements of the production yields at masses 78 to 95, 117 to 144 and at mass 160. We decided not to perform measurements at masses 96 to 116 because they mainly correspond to "refractory "elements in the point of vue of an ISOL based production technique i.e. elements presenting either high boiling point, or a great chemical affinity with the target compound.
The data acquisition system is based on a COMET-6X (COdage et Marquage En Temps) module that allows us to encode in amplitude the signals delivered by up to 6 detectors per module with a capacity to chain five modules together, and to associate with each amplitude encoding an absolute and high resolution (400 ps) time information. Off-line we can rebuild single γ -ray spectra, γ − β coincidences . . . And we used such spectra (cf. fig. 4 ) in the present work to determine the production yields for ALTO.
Data analysis and experimental results

Empirical estimates and Monte-Carlo Simulation
In a first attempt to predict the effective yields at ALTO, we made an empirical estimate based on the data obtained in the deuteron experiments. This estimate was made with the hypothesis of 10 11 fissions. The second hypthesis was to use measured cross sections for neutrons of 14 M eV instead of photons of 16 M eV due to the lack of measurements concerning photofission.
5 These cross sections were taken from a Los Alamos database.
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Moreover, the release time of the target for each fission residue considered in the calculation, were in priority those obtained from the data collected during previous experiments with the 1 µA deuteron beam at PARRNe.
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In case it had not been measured values were taken from an interpolation of a study made at Studsvik with different temperature for the source, or in the other cases they were set to a default value of 100 s. Similarly the ionization efficiencies are the value measured at PARRNe when available or those calculated for a surface ionization ion source in tungsten or set to a default value of 0, 01 %.
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Recently a Monte-Carlo simulation using the FLUKA 6,7 code was conducted. It takes into account the physical process leading to the apparition of two fission fragments in the target. The FLUKA code starts with an electron of 50 M eV and is able to generate the electromagnetic shower and photonuclear reactions that are produced by the interaction of this electron with the target. The generated photons with an energy close to the giant dipole resonance (16 M eV ) of the 238 U are selected to induce the fission of this nucleus by means of (γ, f ) or (γ, nf ) reactions. This simulation includes the absorption of the photon consecutive to the bremsstrahlung process and the decay of the compound nucleus 238 U +γ via fission or neutron emission. All the cross-sections needed for the simulations were taken from standard nuclear databases JEF, JENDL, ENDF/B6 database.
Experimental determination of the production yields
In order to extract the production yields, we use two types of spectra: the direct spectra from the germanium detectors, and the β conditioned spectra (cf. fig. 4 ). The conditioned spectra is used to identify the γ lines corresponding to the β-decay of the different isotopes we are looking for. Then the identified γ lines are spotted in the direct spectra of the germanium detectors. From the surface of these γ rays we can calculate the yields for each mother nucleus. The calculation is made with the equation 1 :
where the denominator is a well-known analytical solution to the first equation of a Bateman system that describe the evolution of the population of each nucleus in a radioactive chain. t coll is the collection time in a cycle of measurement, λ =
is the decay constant of the nucleus. And N d (Eq. 2) is the number desintegrations of the nucleus of interest during n cy cycles of measurements:
Thus the number of decay is function of the area of the γ line (A), the number of cycle (n cy ) chosen for the measurement, τ (∼ 0.9) is related to the dead time of the channel of germanium detector , the efficiency of the γ detection ( ) and finally the absolute intensity of the γ line taken from literature 11 and N m is the number of decay induced by the feeding of the parent nuclei. Measurements of 47 isobaric chains have been performed during our experiment. In this work are summarized some results concerning nuclei with different chemical properties.
Isotopic chains of Rare Gases
In figure 5 , five plots are reported. The plot marked "ALTO measured Yields"with filled squares are the values for the yields measured at the collection point in our experiment. The plot marked "Neutron induced estimates"represents the results of the predictions from the empirical estimate made with the hypothesis of a neutron induced fission as described in section 2.3.1. The one marked "PARRNe measured Yields"with filled triangle-up are the values measured at PARRNe in year 2000. 4 The fourth one marked "Neutron induced Empirical Cumulative Estimates"is, at the basis the same calculation as the one for the plot "Neutron induced Empirical Estimates", except that for each nucleus all the feeding coming from the mother nuclei has been explicitely taken into account. And the last plot marked "Fluka Monte-Carlo Simulation"represents the results of the FLUKA simulation described in section 2.3.1.
As can be seen in figure 5 the production yields obtained in the present experiment (filled squares) are quite similar to those previously obtained from neutron-induced fission (triangle-up). This is the empirical evidence that, as expected 12 , ALTO with an electron beam of 100 nA provides the same yields as PARRNe (1 µA deutons). So at its full potential, an electron beam of 50 M eV and 10 µA (without any change else than the intensity of the primary beam), ALTO will have production yields a hundred times better than PARRNe. Moreover the empirical estimates revealed themselves quite accurate, even if the cross sections used were those for a neutron induced fission mechanism. Finally, one can notice that the simulation based on the FLUKA calculation is in excellent agreement with the measured values. In particular the tendancy towards the more exotic species is quite well represented.
However, for the less exotic nuclei one can observe a higher production yields for the longer lived nuclei. In the case of the Krypton isotopic chain, the cumulative estimates seem to be in better agreement with the experimental data. This can be understood as the following: these isotopes are the last, before stable nuclei, members of their isotopic chains, this means they have the longest half-life. Since it is expected from simulations 13 (cf. fig. 2 ) that all the fissions of 238 U are located at the very beginning of the thick target, the release time could be very long for some species. Actually, the 87−90 Se isotopes have a half-life smaller than 6 s and 87−90 Br isotopes have a half-life smaller than 55 s. These half-lives have to be compared to a release time of 100 s (default value) and 147 s (measured value). In this case, it could be natural that an important part of the short-lived nuclei decay before they escape. It could be then clear that contribution of the decay of the isobaric chain can be no longer neglected due to the calculation of the population of the longer lived isotopes as it is actually the case in the basic FLUKA simulation. And even if the present FLUKA simulation remains the most precise prediction for the most exotic nuclei, a "cumulative"simulation including the feeding of Kr isotopes by the β-decay of the Se and Br isotopes is necessary. It will allow to check the hypothesis that the main part of selenium and brome isotopes decays in the target during the effusion process and feeds the Krypton isotopes. In the case of the Xenon isotopic chain, one sees there is a good agreement between ALTO, PARRNe and FLUKA simulation results. Again, the FLUKA simulation remains the most precise prediction and for this case there is no need of a "cumulative effect"to explain the yields for the longer lived nuclei.
That's why a cumulative FLUKA simulation is in progress to improve our understanding of the production process in the cases of these different isotopic chains.
Isotopic chains of a metallic, alcali-like and halogen species
In figures 6 and 7 the graphs that are drawn are identical to the one described before. Again, the production yields measured with ALTO (filled squares) are quite similar to those previously obtained from neutroninduced fission (triangle-up). Moreover, in the case of the Tin chain the "neutron induced predictions"were quite accurate, even if the reaction cross section were taken for a neutron induced fission. Finally, the FLUKA simulation gives the best agreement with the measured values. However, one can notice a strong odd-even staggering. This could be due to the fact that, even in the case of ISOL based production technique, the effective yields could be influenced by nuclear structure. It is expected indeed that in the case of a cold fission process the cross section follows closely the magic number. If so, such a structure effect has clearly been underestimated in the FLUKA simulation. The alcali-like element Indium with its yields presented in figure 7 confirms that PARRNe (1 µA) and ALTO (1 nA) have similar yields. Again, one can observe higher yields for long lived nuclei compared to neutron induced empirical estimates. In fact, for the same reasons as the one submitted to explain the Kr case, the empirical estimate for 119−123 In including accumulation from parent nuclei fits perfectly the ALTO measured yields. To be more specific, for the isobaric chains 119-123, all silver isotopes have a half-life smaller than the measured release time of 3.2 s and it is the same for 121−123 Cd that have a half-life smaller than their measured release time of 48 s. So the main part of the isotopes for silver and cadmium decay in the target during the release process and feed the In isotopes. Moreover, the odd-even effect that can be noticed confirms the fact the yields are influenced by the nuclear structure close to the Z = 50 shell closure.
To end with the presentation of the ALTO yields, in figure 7 are plotted the results for the isotopic chain of iodine. For this halogen element, one can notice that the neutron induced predictions overestimate the ALTO yields and, on the contrary, the FLUKA calculation underestimate these yields even if it is in better agreement for the evolution with the exoticity of the nucleus. But the ALTO yields seem to be systematically lower to those 
Conclusions
All the experimental results concerning five, over forty seven measured, isotopic chains presented in this work leads to several conclusions. First, we observed, in the case of isotopic chains of Indium and Krypton that the cumulative effect cannot be neglected. This observation is coherent with figure 2 which depicts situation where all the fission events are concentrated at the very beginning of the target. This is in contrast with the case of neutron induced fission for which it appears that the spacial distribution of the fission is more uniform in the U C x target. That is why if this hypothesis is verified, a reduction of the length of the target could give better results in the specific case of photofission with the reduction of the diffusion time inside the target. However, in order to complete our understanding of different processes that take place in the target, a FLUKA calculation concerning all the isotopes that will be available at ALTO is in progress and the effects of decay accumulation will be explicitly taken into account. Second, isotopic chains of Tin and Indium pointed out the sensitivity of the production method to the details of the nuclear structure near the magical number Z = 50, and this sensitivity is missing in the different simulations. To conclude with its 100 nA of electron beam ALTO is already able to provide similar yields as PARRNe (1 µA deutons). We can now affirm, thanks to the empirical estimations, that the yields for ALTO will be two orders of magnitude higher than those obtained at PARRNe.
